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ABSTRACT
We present a series of radiative MHD simulations addressing the origin and distribution of mixed
polarity magnetic field in the solar photosphere. To this end we consider numerical simulations that
cover the uppermost 2− 6 Mm of the solar convection zone and we explore scales ranging from 2 km
to 25 Mm. We study how the strength and distribution of magnetic field in the photosphere and
subsurface layers depend on resolution, domain size and boundary conditions. We find that 50% of
the magnetic energy at the τ = 1 level comes from field with the less than 500 G strength and that 50%
of the energy resides on scales smaller than about 100 km. While probability distribution functions
are essentially independent of resolution, properly describing the spectral energy distribution requires
grid spacings of 8 km or smaller. The formation of flux concentrations in the photosphere exceeding
1 kG requires a mean vertical field strength greater than 30− 40 G at τ = 1. The filling factor of kG
flux concentrations increases with overall domain size as magnetic field becomes organized by larger,
longer lived flow structures. A solution with a mean vertical field strength of around 85 G at τ = 1
requires a subsurface RMS field strength increasing with depth at the same rate as the equipartition
field strength. We consider this an upper limit for the quiet Sun field strength, which implies that
most of the convection zone is magnetized close to equipartition. We discuss these findings in view of
recent high-resolution spectropolarimetric observations of quiet Sun magnetism.
Subject headings: MHD – convection – dynamo – radiative transfer – Sun: photosphere – Sun: mag-
netic fields
1. INTRODUCTION
Small-scale turbulent magnetic field is ubiquitous on
the solar surface and provides the dominant contribu-
tion to the magnetic energy in the quiet Sun photosphere
(see, e.g., Lites et al. (1996); Khomenko et al. (2003);
Domı´nguez Cerden˜a et al. (2003); Sa´nchez Almeida
(2003); Trujillo Bueno et al. (2004); Domı´nguez Cerden˜a
et al. (2006); Orozco Sua´rez et al. (2007); Lites et al.
(2008); Bellot Rubio & Orozco Sua´rez (2012) and recent
reviews by de Wijn et al. (2009); Mart´ınez Pillet (2013)).
Several investigations found that inter-network magnetic
field shows only little dependence on the solar cycle (Tru-
jillo Bueno et al. 2004; Buehler et al. 2013) and also little
correlation with the strength of the surrounding network
field (Lites 2011; Ishikawa & Tsuneta 2009). This points
toward an origin of the quiet Sun magnetic field largely
independent from the global solar dynamo responsible
for the solar cycle.
It was suggested by Petrovay & Szakaly (1993), based
on a simplified transport model for signed and unsigned
flux in the convection zone, that a small-scale dynamo
is the key process maintaining turbulent magnetic field
in the quiet Sun. Small-scale dynamos were first stud-
ied through MHD simulations in incompressible setups
by Cattaneo (1999) and later with stratification (anelas-
tic approximation) by Bercik et al. (2005). Vo¨gler &
Schu¨ssler (2007) used the most ”solar-like” setup by in-
cluding realistic physics in terms of equation of state
and 3-dimensional radiative transfer. They were able
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to demonstrate that despite the lack of significant recir-
culation within the computational domain (use of open
bottom boundary conditions that mimic the deep convec-
tion zone), a considerable amount of magnetic field can
be maintained in the photosphere. It was found later
that the photospheric field strength falls still short by a
factor of 2 − 3 compared to observations based on Zee-
man diagnostics (Danilovic et al. 2010); an even more
dramatic shortfall by about one order of magnitude was
found by Shchukina & Trujillo Bueno (2011) based on
Hanle-effect diagnostics. To which degree the discrep-
ancy between the magnetic field strength found in solar
photospheric dynamo simulations and observations is due
to boundary conditions and resolution (which relates to
the magnetic Reynolds numbers reached) is still an open
issue, which we aim to adress primarily in this paper.
On a more fundamental level the operation as well
as non-linear saturation of small-scale dynamos at very
small magnetic Prandtl numbers (PM = ν/η  1, with
viscosity ν and magnetic diffusivity η) as encountered on
the Sun (PM ∼ 10−5) remains an open question. While
the regime PM > 1 has been studied in great detail
including the non-linear saturation phase (Schekochihin
et al. 2004), the regime PM  1 is less accessible by di-
rect numerical simulations. Small-scale dynamos at low
PM were studied in the kinematic regime by Iskakov et al.
(2007); Schekochihin et al. (2007) and in the non-linear
regime by Brandenburg (2011). These investigations in-
dicate that the threshold for dynamo action increases
moderately when approaching the PM  1 regime, but
small-scale dynamo action remains possible for large val-
ues of the magnetic Reynolds number typically found in
astrophysical systems (Tobias et al. 2011; Brandenburg
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2011).
We present here an investigation which follows along
the lines of comprehensive photospheric MHD simula-
tions similar to the work presented by Vo¨gler & Schu¨ssler
(2007); Pietarila Graham et al. (2010). In particular we
address the problem that these simulations fall short by
a factor of about 2− 3 in field strength when compared
to observations as pointed out by Danilovic et al. (2010).
We explore here the potential role of two factors: 1. Nu-
merical resolution and magnetic diffusivities, 2. Influence
from the bottom boundary condition. While numerical
resolution and treatment of diffusivities determine the
dynamo growth rate in the kinematic phase, γK , the bot-
tom boundary condition determines the amount of mag-
netic energy that recirculates within the computational
domain. It was first pointed out by Stein et al. (2003)
that the rather small recirculation of plasma found in
the top layers of the convection zone could be a major
hurdle for a small-scale dynamo to exist locally in the
photosphere. While the recirculation is small it is not
zero, since some level of turbulent mixing between up-
and downflow regions is unavoidable. Magnetic energy
loss due to overturning convection happens on a rather
slow time-scale ∼ H%/vzRMS (with density scale height
H% and vertical RMS velocity vzRMS), which can be com-
pensated by a sufficiently efficient small-scale dynamo.
Vo¨gler & Schu¨ssler (2007) showed that a local dynamo in
the photosphere can operate despite small recirculation
if the value of the magnetic diffusivity η is smaller than
2.5 · 1010cm2s−1 (for a magnetic Prandtl number close
to unity). Pietarila Graham et al. (2010) studied pho-
tospheric dynamos in the kinematic growth phase using
values of η as low as 4 ·109cm2s−1, but did not study the
non-linear saturation. The setup of Vo¨gler & Schu¨ssler
(2007); Pietarila Graham et al. (2010) is conservative in
terms of the bottom boundary condition. There is no
vertical Poynting flux in upflow regions and in addition
an enhanced magnetic diffusivity near the bottom bound-
ary. Since it is likely that the bulk of the convection zone
has strong magnetic field, it is reasonable to assume that
upflow regions are magnetized and transport magnetic
energy into the photosphere.
In order to adress these questions we consider models
that differ from previous studies in the following aspects:
1. We use only numerical diffusivities in an attempt to
minimize the influence from dissipation for a given nu-
merical resolution. In comparison to direct numerical
simulations (DNS) that use explicit diffusivities and fully
resolve the dissipation range, our setup is more along
the lines of large eddy simulations (LES) in which a high
Reynolds number regime is realized on large scales, while
the dissipation range is truncated through the use of a
subgrid-scale model. In our case the latter is entirely
based on monotonicity constraints through the use of a
slope-limited diffusion scheme (see Section 2 for detail).
This is an attempt to make the small-scale dynamo max-
imally efficient, i.e. to maximize the kinematic growth
rate γK for a given numerical resolution. This setup
allows us to study a regime with strong non-linear feed-
back (saturated phase of the dynamo), but it does not
allow us to address questions related to the magnetic
Prandtl number (implicitly set by the numerical dissipa-
tion terms, in general close to unity).
2. We use generalized open boundary conditions which
allow also for the presence of (mixed polarity) horizontal
field in upflow regions. These are setups that explore a
stronger coupling between the top layers (including pho-
tosphere) and the bulk of the convection zone. Formally
these boundary conditions lead to different magnetic en-
ergy loss rates at the bottom boundary. While they do
not strongly affect the kinematic growth phase of an ef-
ficient dynamo with γK  vzRMS/H%, they do become
relevant in the non-linear saturation regime, which we
primarily focus on here.
In addition we compare models with different resolutions
as well as domain sizes to evaluate the robustness of re-
sults. Our aim is to investigate with this setup a small-
scale dynamo operating in a regime that is consistent
with observational constraints on the quiet Sun mag-
netic field strength, like those inferred by Danilovic et al.
(2010). This regime is currently not accessible with com-
prehensive solar MHD simulations that use only physi-
cal diffusion terms (DNS) or even operate in a low PM
regime.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2 we describe in detail the numerical setup in
terms of the equations solved, the formulation of numer-
ical diffusivites, boundary conditions and domain sizes
used. In Section 3 we present the results, subsections
describe in detail the resolution dependence of results,
the dependence on domain size and boundary conditions,
and a detailed analysis of the dynamo process based on
transfer functions in spectral space. In Section 4 we dis-
cuss our main findings in relation to observational con-
straints on quiet Sun magnetism, a detailed comparison
with observations through forward modeling of spectral
lines is deferred to future publications. Concluding re-
marks are presented in Section 5.
2. NUMERICAL SETUP
2.1. Numerical scheme
We use for our simulations the MURaM radiative MHD
code (Vo¨gler et al. 2005; Rempel et al. 2009). This code
uses a 4th order accurate (in space and time) conserva-
tive, centered finite difference scheme for discretization
of the MHD equations, combined with a short character-
istics approach for radiative transfer. The code uses a
tabulated OPAL equation of state (Rogers et al. 1996).
We solve the MHD equations in the following form:
∂%
∂t
=−∇ · (%v) (1)
∂%v
∂t
=−∇ · (%vv) + fvA
4pi
∇ ·
(
BB− 1
2
IB2
)
−∇P + %g (2)
∂EHD
∂t
=−∇ · [v (EHD + P )] + %v · g + η
4pi
(∇×B)2
+v · fvA
4pi
∇ ·
(
BB− 1
2
IB2
)
+Qrad (3)
∂B
∂t
=∇× (v ×B− η∇×B) (4)
Here %, P , v, and B denote mass density, pressure, veloc-
ity and magnetic field. For the gravitational acceleration
3g we use a constant value of −2.74 · 104cm2s−1 in the
vertical direction (small local domains), η is an optional
magnetic diffusivity. Furthermore Qrad denotes the ra-
diative heating term. We use in the energy equation
Eq. 3 a treatment that is conservative for the quantity
EHD = Eint + 0.5%v
2 (Eint denotes the internal energy).
We separated out magnetic energy to avoid numerical
problems in regions with small values of the plasma beta
8piP/B2, which can be encountered above the photo-
sphere in strong field regions. In addition the Lorentz
force pre-factor fvA can be used to artificially limit the
Alfve´n velocity in those regions in order to prevent severe
time step constraints. We use here the same functional
form as Rempel et al. (2009)
fvA =
1√
1 +
(
vA
vmax
)4 , (5)
where vA = B/
√
4pi% and vmax denotes the maximum
permissible Alfve´n velocity. While the latter two fea-
tures were mostly implemented for sunspot simulations,
we limit also here in all simulations the maximum Alfve´n
velocity to 31.6 km s−1 in order to prevent severe numer-
ical time step constraints that can arise from strong mag-
netic field near the top boundary (in particular in the two
simulations that extend 1.5 Mm above the photosphere).
This does not impact any of the results presented here
for which mostly the sub-photospheric dynamics matter
(fvA = 1 until about a few 100 km above the photo-
sphere), but it dramatically reduces the required com-
puting time by more than a factor of 10 in some cases.
This allows us to focus our study on higher resolution
setups. We do not consider explicit viscosity and also set
η to zero except for one control experiment. As a conse-
quence we require additional artificial diffusion terms in
order to maintain numerical stability. These terms are
computed as described below.
We use here a modified version of the scheme first in-
troduced by Rempel et al. (2009), which we explain here
in detail. Our approach is based on a slope-limited diffu-
sion scheme that uses a piecewise linear reconstruction of
the discrete solution ui to compute extrapolated values
at cell interfaces:
ul =ui + 0.5 ∆ui (6)
ur =ui+1 − 0.5 ∆ui+1 . (7)
Here ∆ui denotes the reconstruction slope for the i
th cell,
ul (ur) are the interface values extrapolated from the
cells on the left (right). The reconstruction slopes ∆ui
are computed using the monotonized central difference
limiter, given by
∆ui = minmod [(ui+1 − ui−1)/2, (8)
2 (ui+1 − ui), 2 (ui − ui−1)] .
Numerical diffusive fluxes at cell interfaces are computed
from the extrapolated values through the expression
fi+ 12 = −
1
2
ci+ 12 Φh(ur − ul, ui+1 − ui) · (ur − ul) . (9)
Here ci+ 12 is a characteristic velocity at the cell interface,
the function Φh is given by
Φh = max
[
0, 1 + h
(
ur − ul
ui+1 − ui − 1
)]
(10)
in regions with (ur − ul) · (ui+1 − ui) > 0, while Φh = 0
if (ur−ul) · (ui+1−ui) ≤ 0 (no anti-diffusion). Here h is
a parameter that allows to control the (hyper-) diffusive
character of the scheme. A choice of h = 0 reduces the
diffusive flux to that of a standard second order Lax-
Friedrichs scheme. For h > 0 the diffusivity is reduced
for smooth regions in which |(ur − ul)/(ui+1 − ui)| < 1,
while the maximum diffusivity of 0.5 ci+ 12 ∆x is always
kept in regions with |(ur − ul)/(ui+1 − ui)| = 1. For
values of h > 1 the diffusive fluxes are switched off in
regions with |(ur−ul)/(ui+1−ui)| < 1− 1/h, leading to
a diffusivity that is concentrated to monotonicity changes
or features resolved by only a few grid points. For the
work presented here we use a choice of h = 2. Rempel
et al. (2009) used a different functional form of Φh =
[(ur−ul)/(ui+1−ui)]2 in regions with (ur−ul) · (ui+1−
ui) > 0 that suppresses, but does not completely disable
diffusion for well-resolved features.
The above describe diffusion scheme is applied to
the variables {log(%), vx, vy, vz, ε, Bx, By, Bz}, where ε =
Eint/%. In addition we make the assumption that the dif-
fusive mass flux also transports momentum and internal
energy, i.e., we add to the momentum flux a term f%v
and to the energy flux a term f%ε, where f% denotes the
diffusive mass flux. This correction is identical with the
assumption that momentum and energy are transported
by the total mass flux %v + f%. Since at the same time
the induction equation uses only the velocity v without
a contribution from the diffusive mass flux, the presence
of mass diffusion mimics to some degree ambipolar dif-
fusion.
For enhanced stability we also implemented a switch,
which limits the maximum density contrast between
neighboring grid cells to 10. If the density contrast
exceeds that threshold we disable the piecewise linear
reconstruction and set the diffusivity to the maximum
value allowed for by the CFL condition to prevent a fur-
ther increase.
We also added an additional optional 4th hyper-
diffusion term that scales with the advection velocity
and acts only in the vertical direction on the quanti-
ties log(%), vz, and ε. This term allows to damp some
low level spurious oscillations on the grid scale that are
too small to cause monotonicity changes in the presence
of a background gradient (stratification) and go mostly
undetected by the slope-limited diffusion scheme.
The numerical diffusion scheme is implemented in a
dimensional split way to ensure maximum stability and
is applied to the solution in a separate filtering step after
a full time-step update of our 4th-order time integration
scheme. In the energy equation we account for artificial
viscous and ohmic heating.
Errors caused in divB are controlled with the help of an
iterative hyperbolic divergence cleaning approach (Ded-
ner et al. 2002).
Estimating the effective diffusivity of our numerical
scheme is not a trivial task. The numerical diffusivity
is in general highly intermittent and inhomogeneous as
well as scale-dependent (see Section 3.9 for further de-
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tail). Comparing results obtained at 4 km grid spacing
with simulations that use only a physical magnetic diffu-
sivity of η = 5 · 109cm2s−1 (which is the minimum value
required for numerical stability in that case) we find an
about 6 times larger kinematic growth rate with numer-
ical diffusivity, indicating a significantly lower effective
diffusivity.
2.2. Domain size, boundary conditions, simulation setup
We present numerical simulations in two domains:
6.144 × 6.144 × 3.072 Mm3 and 24.576 × 24.576 ×
7.680 Mm3. In the smaller domain the top boundary con-
dition is located about 700 km above the average τ = 1
level, in the large domain about 1.5 Mm. This leads
to depths of the convective part of about 2.3 Mm and
6.2 Mm, respectively. In addition we performed also a
series of simulations in a 98.304 × 98.304 × 18.432 Mm3
sized domain, but we will not discuss them in great detail
in this publication.
All simulations presented here use a setup with no ver-
tical netflux, i.e. 〈Bz〉 = 0. Since we use for most setups
open boundary conditions and allow for the transport of
horizontal flux across the bottom boundary, the domain
averaged horizontal flux can fluctuate, but stays on av-
erage close to zero. Our primary aim is to study the con-
tributions from a small-scale dynamo to quiet Sun mag-
netism separate from potential contributions of a large-
scale dynamo. We will discuss how both dynamos could
be coupled in Section 4.3.
In the horizontal direction the domains are periodic,
the top boundary is semi-transparent (open for outflows,
closed for inflows). For the magnetic field we use two
top boundary conditions: vertical magnetic field and a
potential field extrapolation.
Since the details of the formulation of the bottom
boundary condition have significant influence on the so-
lutions in terms of the saturation field strength reached,
we explore here a total of 5 different boundary conditions.
These boundary conditions are a balance between a self-
contained dynamo problem (best achieved with closed
boundaries) and an attempt to capture the deep convec-
tion zone (open boundaries).
In our numerical formulation we have 2 ghost cells
and the position of the domain boundary is between the
first domain and first ghost cell. For many variables we
use boundary conditions which prescribe a symmetric or
anti-symmetric behavior across the boundary. If v1 and
v2 are the values in the first and second domain cell and
v∗1 and v
∗
2 are the corresponding quantities in the first
and second ghost cell (v∗1 is the ghost cell closest to the
boundary), a symmetric boundary implies v∗1 = v1 and
v∗2 = v2, an anti-symmetric boundary implies v
∗
1 = −v1
and v∗2 = −v2.
Most of our simulations use open hydrodynamic
boundary conditions, which aim to mimic the presence
of a deep convection zone beneath the domain bound-
ary. We use here two different formulations for open and
one formulation for a closed boundary condition, which
we describe first before we detail the magnetic boundary
conditions:
HD1: All three mass flux components are symmetric with
respect to the boundary. The pressure PBND =
Pgas +B
2
z/(8pi) is uniform and fixed at the bound-
ary. If P1 and P2 are the values of the gas pres-
sure in the first and second domain cell, we assign
the ghost cell values as follows (linear extrapolation
into ghost cells):
P ∗1 = 1.5Pgas − 0.5
√
P1 P2 (11)
P ∗2 = 2.5Pgas − 1.5
√
P1 P2 (12)
The entropy is symmetric in downflow regions and
is specified in upflow regions such that the result-
ing radiative losses in the photosphere lead to a
solar-like energy flux (within a few %). The cor-
responding values for density and internal energy
follow from the equation of state. In addition up-
flow velocities are capped at 1.5 times the vertical
RMS velocity at the boundary to prevent extreme
events.
HD2: All three mass flux components are symmetric with
respect to the boundary. We decompose the gas
pressure into mean pressure and fluctuation, P =
P¯ +P ′. The mean pressure is extrapolated into the
ghost cells such that its value at the boundary is
fixed, while the pressure fluctuations are damped
in the ghost cells. This is achieved the following
way:
P¯ ∗1 = P¯1 ·
PBND√
P¯1P¯2
(13)
P¯ ∗2 = P¯1 ·
P 2BND
P¯1P¯2
(14)
P ′∗1 =P
′
1 · Cdmp (15)
P ′∗2 =P
′
1 · C2dmp (16)
We use a value of Cdmp = 0.95. We used
first a symmetric boundary condition for P ′, but
found problems with over-excited standing pressure
waves in deeper domains. The entropy is symmet-
ric in downflow regions and is specified in upflow re-
gions such that the resulting radiative losses in the
photosphere lead to a solar-like energy flux (within
a few %). The corresponding values for density and
internal energy follow from the equation of state.
HD3: This is a closed boundary condition. The vertical
mass flux is antisymmetric, the horizontal velocity
components are symmetric (closed for vertical mass
flux and stress free for horizontal motions). The
gas pressure is extrapolated into the ghost cells as
follows:
P ∗1 =P
2
1 /P2 (17)
P ∗2 =P
3
1 /P
2
2 . (18)
The entropy is symmetric across the boundary. We
added a heating term in the lower 10% of the do-
main to replenish the energy radiated away in the
photosphere.
We used in our investigation initially the boundary HD1.
Since the pressure at the boundary is fixed, this bound-
ary condition does not allow for pressure differences be-
tween up- and downflow regions, which are expected for
5dynamical reasons. As a consequence this boundary con-
dition underestimates the value of horizontal flow diver-
gence in upflow regions when compared to a deeper ref-
erence run. The boundary condition HD2 puts less con-
straints on the pressure at the boundary and does al-
low for systematic pressure differences between up- and
downflow regions and improves the properties of the flow
at the boundary. While HD1 accounts only for magnetic
pressure from vertical field, HD2 incorporates the total
magnetic pressure to the degree it is reflected in the gas
pressure perturbation P ′ (we exclude magnetic pressure
contributions from the damping in Eqs. 15 and 16). The
boundary HD3 is used for control experiments using a
closed domain.
In addition to the above described hydrodynamic
boundary conditions we implement the following mag-
netic boundary conditions in our experiments:
OV: (Open boundary/vertical field) We use HD1, the
magnetic field is vertical at the boundary (Bz sym-
metric, Bx and By antisymmetric).
OSa: (Open boundary/symmetric field) We use HD1, all
three magnetic field components are symmetric.
We impose an upper limit of 600 G for the horizon-
tal RMS field strength in inflow regions and limit
the maximum horizontal magnetic field strength to
3 times the RMS value. We set net horizontal mag-
netic flux in inflow regions to zero and rescale the
vertical magnetic field such that the horizontal and
vertical RMS field strength are identical in inflow
regions (since we consider here only situations with
〈Bz〉 = 0 the rescaling of Bz does not affect the ver-
tical net flux).
OSb: (Open boundary/symmetric field) We use HD2, all
three magnetic field components are symmetric.
OZ: (Open boundary/zero field) We use HD2, similar to
OSb, but we set B = 0 in inflow regions, i.e. B is
antisymmetric in inflow and symmetric in outflow
regions.
CH: (Closed boundary/horizontal field) We use HD3,
the magnetic field is horizontal at the bottom
boundary (Bz antisymmetric, Bx and By symmet-
ric).
The boundary condition OV is similar to that used by
Vo¨gler & Schu¨ssler (2007) and we included one simula-
tion with this boundary condition to better connect our
results to previous work. We started our investigation
with OSa, but found that we had to implement several
corrections to the magnetic field to prevent runaway solu-
tions when we also allow for a horizontal magnetic to be
present in inflow regions in combination with the hydro-
dynamic boundary condition HD1. Most importantly, we
limit the horizontal RMS field strength to 600 G (for the
6.144×6.144×3.072 Mm3 domain), which corresponds to
a solution in which BRMS increases with depth approxi-
mately at the same rate as the equipartition field strength
Beq =
√
4pi% vRMS (see Section 3.6 for further detail). Us-
ing the hydrodynamic boundary condition HD2 resolves
most of these issues and a much simpler magnetic bound-
ary conditions is sufficient (OSb). The differences be-
tween boundary conditions OSa,b affect mostly the first
ID Size [Mm3] Res [km] Bot Top
V16 6.144× 6.144× 3.072 16 OV V
O32a 6.144× 6.144× 3.072 32 OSa V
O16a 6.144× 6.144× 3.072 16 OSa V
O8a 6.144× 6.144× 3.072 8 OSa V
O4a 6.144× 6.144× 3.072 4 OSa V
O2a 6.144× 6.144× 3.072 2 OSa V
O32b 6.144× 6.144× 3.072 32 OSb P
O16b 6.144× 6.144× 3.072 16 OSb P
O8b 6.144× 6.144× 3.072 8 OSb P
Z32 6.144× 6.144× 3.072 32 OZ P
Z16 6.144× 6.144× 3.072 16 OZ P
Z8 6.144× 6.144× 3.072 8 OZ P
C32 6.144× 6.144× 3.072 32 CH V
C16 6.144× 6.144× 3.072 16 CH V
C8 6.144× 6.144× 3.072 8 CH V
C8η 6.144× 6.144× 3.072 8 CH V
O16bM 24.576× 24.576× 7.68 16 OSb P
Z16M 24.576× 24.576× 7.68 16 OZ P
O32bSG 98.304× 98.304× 18.432 32 OSb P
Table 1
Overview of numerical simulations discussed in this publication.
See text for further explanation.
pressure scale height above the bottom boundary, bound-
ary OSb performs overall better when comparing simula-
tions with different domain depths (see Section 3.6). The
boundary OZ is a control experiment making the very
conservative (and likely unrealistic) assumption that the
deep convection zone is unmagnetized. We use boundary
CH as an additional control experiment to study a setup
in which we have a complete recirculation of mass and all
magnetic induction effects are confined to the simulation
domain.
As a general note we want to point out that none of the
above boundary conditions is ”perfect”. Closed bound-
ary are not a representation for the deep solar convection
zone and open boundaries suffer all from the same prob-
lem that the properties of quantities leaving the domain
are well determined by the solution, while the properties
of quantities entering the domain have to be assumed,
i.e. these boundary conditions cannot be free from im-
plicit or explicit assumptions. It is therefore crucial to
compare simulations with different boundary conditions
as well as domain depths in order to quantify their po-
tential influence on solution properties.
In Table 1 we present all the simulations we discuss
in this publication. With the exception of O2a, C8, and
C8η all simulations were started from a thermally relaxed
non-magnetic convection simulation after addition of a
∼ 10−3 G random field (pointing in the z-direction, ran-
dom in the horizontal plane and uniform in the vertical
direction). The run O2a was restarted from a saturated
snapshot of O4a and evolved for an additional 5 min-
utes to further explore the resolution dependence. The
simulation C8 and C8η were restarted from C16. C8η
uses a Laplacian diffusivity of η = 1010 cm2 s−1 for the
magnetic field instead of numerical diffusivity (we kept
numerical diffusivity for all other variables).
The simulation O32bSG was restarted from a sequence
of lower resolution runs we do not list in Table 1. As a
consequence the spectral energy distribution is in this run
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likely biased toward larger scales. We use this simulation
here mostly to explore the connection toward deeper lay-
ers of the convection zone through comparison of hori-
zontally averaged mean quantities.
The column ”Bot” refers to the boundary condition
used at the bottom boundary, the column ”Top” to the
magnetic field boundary condition used at the top. Here
”V” and ”P” refer to vertical magnetic field and poten-
tial field extrapolation. The hydrodynamical boundary
condition at the top boundary is in all cases open for up-
flows (i.e. upward directed shocks can leave the domain)
and closed for downflows. In the simulations O16bM
and Z16M the top boundary is about 1.5 Mm above the
photosphere, while it is about 700 km in all other simu-
lations.
2.3. Scope of the simulations presented here
Are the simulations we present here small-scale dy-
namos? This question arises because of two aspects of
our setup: open boundary conditions and the use of (un-
physical) numerical diffusivities. The open boundaries
we use allow for a magnetic energy flux across domain
boundaries, which implies that the maintenance of the
magnetic field is not restricted to processes within the
simulation domain. Although, as we show later, the
Poynting flux transports significantly more energy out
of the domain than is returning back in inflow regions.
We have conducted experiments that use closed bound-
ary conditions and only a physical Laplacian diffusivity
for the magnetic field (run C8η) and we confirmed that
we have a small scale dynamo operating under these
conditions. In addition a comparison of the spectral
energy transfers presented in Section 3.9 does not re-
veal any significant differences (apart from the saturation
field strength reached) between this reference simulation
and a simulation solely based on numerical diffusivities.
While our numerical experiments should be more care-
fully labeled as large eddy simulations of photospheric
magneto-convection with zero imposed magnetic flux, we
did not find any indication that they are not small-scale
dynamos.
Since we apply the same numerical dissipation scheme
to all MHD variables, the resulting ”numerical magnetic
Prandtl number” is close to 1 in all our experiments.
We do not address here the role of the magnetic Prandtl
number for the small-scale dynamo process.
3. RESULTS
In the following subsections we analyze our simulations
by presenting quantities in the photosphere on constant
τ levels. Since we use here only simulations computed
with gray radiative transfer these layers refer to a τ -scale
computed with mean opacities. Further τ levels always
refer to warped τ = const. surfaces and not the constant
geometric height surface with the corresponding average
τ value.
We further discuss in detail (mostly) photospheric
power spectra and probability distribution functions of
magnetic field. On the one hand we use these quanti-
ties to simply compare different simulations, on the other
hand they have a strong connection to results from ob-
servational studies of quiet Sun magnetism. We refer
the reader to Sections 4.4 and 4.5 for a summary and
discussion of their importance.
3.1. Kinematic to saturated phase
We start our discussion of results with numerical simu-
lations using the 6.144× 6.144× 3.072 Mm3 domain and
the boundary condition OSa. We limit the horizontal
RMS field strength in inflow regions to 600 G, which cor-
responds approximately to a solution in which the RMS
field strength increases with depth as the same rate as
the equipartition field strength. As we will discuss in
Section 3.6, these solutions are close to an upper limit
for the quiet Sun field strength. We use the small do-
main to explore the resolution dependence of the results
and repeated the same experiment with grid spacings of
32, 16, 8, and 4 km. All simulations were started from
a thermally relaxed B = 0 G convection simulation to
which we added a 10−3 G seed field (pointing in the z-
direction, random in the horizontal plane and uniform in
the vertical direction). In addition we present a simula-
tion with 2 km grid spacing, which was restarted from
the 4 km case.
Figure 1 presents for the simulation with 4 km grid
spacing (O4a) two snapshots, one during the early
growth phase (panels a-c) at a time when 〈|Bz|〉(τ =
1) = 8.4 G and one during during a later phase (panels
d-f) when 〈|Bz|〉(τ = 1) = 86 G. The panels a) and d)
show the intensity for a vertical ray, panels b) and e)
the vertical velocity at τ = 1, and the panels c) and f)
the vertical magnetic field at τ = 1. While the snapshot
with 〈|Bz|〉(τ = 1) = 8.4 G shows magnetic field orga-
nized on scales close to the grid spacing of the simulation,
the snapshot with 〈|Bz|〉(τ = 1) = 86 G shows magnetic
field organized more on the scale of granular downflows
with a mostly sheet-like appearance. Several downflow
lanes show sheets with opposite polarity nearby. Panel
d) shows also several brightness enhancements associated
with strong field on scales of 100 km and less. We pro-
vide also 2 animations of Figure 1 in the online material
(one for the kinematic and one for the saturated phase).
These animation show the same quantities as presented
in Figure 1.
Figure 2a) shows kinetic and magnetic energy spec-
tra (at τ = 1), which were computed for the 4 km grid
spacing case. As the solution is evolving from the kine-
matic growth phase to the saturated regime, the peak of
the magnetic energy spectrum is moving toward larger
scales. At the same time kinetic energy becomes sup-
pressed by about a factor of 2 on scales smaller than
100 km as a consequence of Lorentz-force feedback. We
will discuss the saturation process further in Section 3.9.
For the solution reaching a vertical mean field strength of
80 G in the photosphere, the magnetic energy is in super-
equipartition by about a factor of 2 on scales smaller than
100 km.
For the case with 4 km grid spacing presented here
the e-folding time scale for magnetic energy in the pho-
tosphere is about 50 sec during the kinematic growth
phase. The growth rate is strongly resolution depen-
dent, we find time scales of 120, 350, and 850 sec for
grid spacings of 8, 16, and 32 km. This leads on aver-
age to a resolution dependence of the kinematic growth
rate γK ∼ ∆x−1.36. This resolution dependence is signif-
icantly steeper compared to simple estimates that yield
for PM  1 γK ∼ Re1/2M , where ReM = vL/η, v and
L are typical velocity and length scales of the problem
7Figure 1. Comparison of kinematic growth phase (panels a-c) and saturated phase (panels d-f) of the simulation run O4a. Shown are the
bolometric intensity (panels a, d), the vertical velocity at τ = 1 (panels b, e), and the magnetogram at τ = 1 (panels c, f). Two animations
of this figure for the kinematic and saturated phase are provided with the online material. During the kinematic growth phase we clipped
the displayed values of Bz in the movie at ±5〈|Bz |〉 to follow the fast growth of the field; in the saturated phase we display values in the
range ±400 G similar to panel f.
Figure 2. a) Photospheric (τ = 1) power spectra for magnetic energy (red) and kinetic energy (blue) in simulation O4a. The dashed lines
correspond to the kinematic growth phase during times when Lorentz-force feedback was negligible. We scaled up the magnetic energy
spectrum in order to show clearly in the same figure. The solid red lines correspond bottom to top to snapshots with 20, 40, 60, and 80 G
vertical mean field strength at τ = 1. For increasing field strength the peak of magnetic power moves toward larger scales. The solid blue
line shows the kinetic energy spectrum for the 80 G case. The dotted line in panel a) indicates a Kolmogorov slope of −5/3. b) Probability
distribution functions for |B| at τ = 1 for vertical mean field strength from 20 to 80 G.
(for PM  1 ReM has to be replaced by Re = vL/ν) . Since we do not have explicit viscosity and magnetic
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Figure 3. a) Resolution dependence of magnetic (red) and kinetic (blue) energy power spectra comparing the simulations O32a-O2a. All
simulations reached about 80 G vertical mean field strength at τ = 1, the grid spacing was varied from 32 to 2 km. The dotted line in panel
a) indicates a Kolmogorov slope of −5/3. b) Ratio of magnetic to kinetic energy as function of resolution. For grid spacings smaller than
16 km the magnetic energy is in super-equipartition on scales smaller than about 100 km. For the highest resolution cases (4 and 2 km) we
see some indication that the ratio might reach asymptotically a value around 2. c) Resolution dependence of the probability distribution
function for |Bx| and |Bz |.
Figure 4. a) Normalized integrated magnetic energy spectra from Figure 3. For the highest resolution case (grid spacing of 2 km)
50% of the magnetic energy found at the τ = 1 surface is present on scales smaller than 100 km. b) Normalized integrated magnetic
energy distribution functions. 50% of the magnetic energy on the τ = 1 surface is found in field with less than 500 G strength. Solid
lines correspond to simulations O32a-O2a with 〈|Bz |〉 = 80 G, dashed (dotted) lines correspond to simulations O16b and O16bM with
〈|Bz |〉 = 60 G.
diffusivity we further assume that ReM is linked to the
scale separation allowed for by the numerical simulation.
Assuming a 5/3 Kolmogorov spectrum, we would expect
ReM ∼ ∆x−4/3, leading to γK ∼ ∆x−2/3. The growth
rate is more consistent with a γK ∼ ReM dependence,
which was also found by Pietarila Graham et al. (2010).
Since we do not use here any explicit numerical diffusiv-
ity a detailed interpretation is difficult.
Figure 2b) shows the corresponding probability dis-
tribution functions (PDFs) for |B| at τ = 1. The
PDF has a peak at around 30 G and a nearly expo-
nential drop for stronger field. For the snapshots with
〈|Bz|〉 > 60 G strong kG field concentrations cause a
bulge for |B| > 1000 G. In snapshots with 〈|Bz|〉 = 80 G
we find at τ = 1 field concentrations with more than
2 kG.
3.2. Resolution dependence
Figure 3 compares simulations with 5 different grid
spacings ranging from 32 to 2 km. The simulation
with 2 km grid spacing was restarted from the saturated
4 km simulation and evolved for an additional 5 minutes.
Power spectra and PDFs were averaged over snapshots
with values of 〈|Bz|〉(τ = 1) between 75 and 85 G. Panel
a) shows kinetic (blue) and magnetic (red) energy spectra
for the simulations O32a-O2a. Increasing the resolution
leads to a convergence of the power spectra on the large
scales while smaller scales are added. The simulations
with 32 and 16 km grid spacing show excess power on
large scales, since the same amount of magnetic energy
is distributed over less wave numbers. The simulations
with 8 to 2 km grid spacing do not show a significant dif-
ference indicating that a grid spacing of 8 km or smaller is
required to properly represent the energy distribution on
larger scales in the photosphere. The dotted line in panel
a) indicates a Kolmogorov slope of −5/3 as a rough refer-
ence. Over the scale-range explored we don’t see a clear
indication of a power law for the magnetic energy, there
is some indication of power laws for the kinetic energy
(see also Figure 5). Panel b) shows the ratio of magnetic
to kinetic energy as function of scale. For grid spacings
smaller than 16 km we find a super-equipartition regime
on scales smaller than 100 km and see some indication
that the ratio of magnetic to kinetic energy asymptoti-
cally reaches a factor of about 2−2.5. Panel c) shows the
PDF for |Bx| and |Bz| at τ = 1. We do not see a system-
9Figure 5. Comparison of a) power spectra and b), c) probability distribution functions for |Bx| and |Bz | for 3 different height levels in
simulation O4a. Solid lines show quantities in 1 Mm depth, dotted lines on the τ = 1 and dashed lines on the τ = 0.01 levels. Panel c)
compares normalized PDFs, which allow for a direct comparison of the shape regardless of field strength. In panel a) the black dotted,
dashed and dashed-dotted lines indicate −1.4, −2.2 and −2.7 power law slopes, respectively.
atic dependence on resolution, differences for stronger
field are mostly realization noise. For field with less than
500 G strength the PDFs for |Bx| and |Bz| are essentially
identical. Note that we show here the PDFs for the abso-
lute values of the field components since the simulations
do not have any net magnetic flux, leading to symmetric
PDFs with respect to B = 0.
Figure 4 shows normalized integrated magnetic energy
spectra and distribution functions for the simulations
O32a-O2a (solid lines) . The quantities shown are de-
fined as
Sk =
∫ k
0
EM (k)dk∫ kmax
0
EM (k)dk
(19)
SB =
∫ B
0
PDF (B)B2dB∫ Bmax
0
PDF (B)B2dB
(20)
The quantity Sk shows resolution dependence as ex-
pected from Figure 3a). In the highest resolution case
about 50% of the magnetic energy in the photosphere on
the τ = 1 level is found on scales smaller than about
100 km. Properly resolving the spectral magnetic energy
distribution in the photosphere requires grid spacings of
8 km or smaller. In contrast to this the quantity SB
shows only little resolution dependence. In all cases 50%
of the magnetic energy is found in regions with |B| of
less than 500 G. Kilo-Gauss field contributes about 10%
to the total magnetic energy. For comparison we also
show these quantities for the simulation O16b (dotted)
and O16bM (dashed). Both simulations have 25% less
unsigned flux in the photosphere. The differences in Sk
are very minor. SB is shifted for the simulation O16b
to the left toward weaker field. In contrast to that the
simulation O16bM (larger domain) is very similar to the
80 G cases and has an even larger contribution from kG
field. We will discuss kG field concentrations further in
Section 3.4.
3.3. Height dependence
Figure 5 presents how power spectra and probability
distribution functions for the magnetic field strength de-
pend on the vertical position in the simulation domain
(based on run O4a). Here we focus on three levels that
are indicated by different line styles (solid: −1 Mm
depth, dotted: τ = 1, dashed: τ = 0.01). Panel a)
presents the kinetic and magnetic energy spectra for the
three levels. They show the same overall behavior with
a super-equipartition regime toward small scales. While
the super-equipartition regime is reached at τ = 1 for
scales smaller than 100 km, it extends to 500 km at
τ = 0.01 since the kinetic energy drops more rapidly
than magnetic energy above the photosphere (short den-
sity scale height). The super-equipartition regime ex-
tends also to moderately larger scales beneath the pho-
tosphere, since the overall scale of convective motions
increases with the increasing scale height, although the
difference is small between τ = 1 and 1 Mm deeper. The
black dotted, dashed and dashed-dotted lines indicate
power law slopes of −1.4, −2.2 and −2.7, respectively.
While we do not find a clear power law for EM at any
height level there is some indication of a power law for Ek
on scales smaller than downflow lanes (few 100 km). At
1 Mm depth and τ = 0.01 we find slopes of about −1.4,
while the τ = 1 level is with −2.2 substantially steeper.
Extrapolating the approximate slopes to smaller scales
implies that the spectra of Ek on the τ = 1 and τ = 0.01
levels will cross unless there is a change of slope toward
smaller scales in either layer, which is more likely. For all
three layers we also find steeper slopes on scales larger
than a few 100 km. At τ = 0.01 we find with −2.7 the
steepest slope.
Comparing the PDFs for |Bx| and |Bz| (panel b) shows
systematic differences in the overall shape between the
distribution for vertical field at τ = 1 and τ = 0.01
and the rest. This difference is most obvious if we con-
sider PDFs for the normalized magnetic field components
(panel c). Here the PDFs for |Bx| at all three height lev-
els and the PDF for |Bz| in 1 Mm depth are essentially
identical, while the PDFs for |Bz| at τ = 1 and τ = 0.01
show a much more extended tail toward stronger field.
This is a strong indication for the presence of a distinct
amplification process operating only on vertical field in
the photosphere, while the distribution of Bx in all three
levels and Bz beneath the photosphere is of mostly tur-
bulent origin. While it is non-trivial to separate out the
additional amplification process in the photosphere, we
conjecture that it is related to a process along the lines
of ”convective intensification” (Schu¨ssler 1990), which is
a combination of flux-expulsion, back-reaction of mag-
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Figure 6. Results from run O2a with a grid spacing of 2 km. a) Intensity, b) Bz(τ = 1), c) Intensity patterns magnified for lower left
corner of domain. Contour lines indicate regions with |B| > 1 kG, d) Bz(τ = 1) magnified for lower left corner.
netic field leading to partial evacuation, enhanced ra-
diative cooling and related downflows. These processes
go beyond the idealized picture of ”convective collapse”
(Spruit 1979).
3.4. kG flux concentrations
Figure 1 shows the presence of several kG field con-
centrations in the photosphere that lead to brightness
enhancements in the downflow lanes. Here we analyze in
more detail how these flux concentrations depend on the
overall field strength as well as domain size.
Figure 6 shows examples of kG flux concentrations in
the highest resolution simulation O2a. The panels a) and
b) show I and Bz(τ = 1) for the full horizontal domain
extent, while panels c) and d) show a magnification of
the lower left corner of the domain. In panel c) con-
tour lines highlight regions with |B| > 1 kG. Many kG
field concentrations exist on scales smaller than 100 km
down to scales comparable to the grid resolution. Strong
magnetic field is typically organized in sheets, often with
alternating polarities. kG flux concentrations are small
knots along these sheets in which the field strength is
increased temporarily due to dynamical effects. Some
longer lived flux concentrations may be found in granu-
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Figure 7. Filling factor of kG field at τ = 1. Solid lines are com-
puted from simulations O32a-O4a, the dotted (dashed) lines cor-
responds to O16b (O16bM). Field concentrations with more than
1 kG strength appear independent of resolution once 〈|Bz |〉 exceeds
about 30 − 40 G. For 80 G the filling factor reaches about 0.45%.
This fraction is not systematically dependent on resolution, but
does increase with domain size (dashed line).
lar downflow vertices. We do not present here a detailed
analysis of the temporal evolution of kG field concentra-
tions, but refer the interested reader to the animations
of Figure 1 provided with the online material.
Figure 7 presents how the filling factor of kG field at
τ = 1 depends on the vertical mean field strength, res-
olution as well as domain depth. To this end we com-
puted for the simulations O32a-O4a the filling factor of
regions with |B| > 1 kG at τ = 1, while these simula-
tions were evolving from the kinematic phase into the
saturated phase. The data points presented in Figure
7 result from binning snapshots in ±5 G intervals. For
all 4 simulations we find regardless of the resolution that
kG flux concentrations appear when the vertical mean
field strength exceeds about 30 − 40 G at τ = 1. For
〈|Bz|〉 = 80 G around 0.45% of the area is occupied by
kG flux concentrations. While the results show some
scatter due to realization noise in the simulation domain
with small horizontal extent, there is no indication of a
systematic resolution dependence of this result.
For comparison we also show the simulations O16b
(dotted green) and O16bM (dashed green). While O16b
is comparable to O16a, for the same field strength
O16bM shows about twice the filling factor. This differ-
ence is related to the formation of a larger scale magnetic
network structure we discuss further in Section 3.5.
3.5. From granular to meso-granular scales
Figure 8 presents a comparison of snapshots from sim-
ulations O16b and O16bM. Both simulations have a grid
spacing of 16 km and differ only in domain size. Pre-
sented are intensity and the τ = 1 magnetograms. In
the larger domain magnetic field becomes organized on a
scale larger then granulation. We find more pronounced
kG flux concentrations that show up mostly as bright
features in the intensity image. We do not find the spon-
taneous formation of larger pore-like field concentrations
in O16bM. We provide also an animation of Figure 8
in the online material. The animation shows only the
simulation O16bM, but otherwise the same quantities as
presented in Figure 8. Figure 9 compares the magnetic
and kinetic energy spectra as well as probability distri-
bution function for the simulations O16b and O16bM.
We compare here time averages of snapshots with val-
ues of 〈|Bz|〉 from 55 to 65 G. In the larger domain the
magnetic power spectrum extends toward larger scales,
while the kinetic energy spectrum continues to fall off.
We see an increase of magnetic power on scales larger
than about 300 km, while there is no significant change
on smaller scales.
The PDF for |Bx| remains mostly unchanged, while
the PDF for |Bz| shows a significant increase toward kG
fields in O16bM. We find that the filling factor of kG
field is in O16bM with 0.4% more than twice as large as
in O16b (0.16%). Computing the the distribution of en-
ergy from vertical magnetic field, PDF (|Bz|)B2z , leads
to a plateau toward 1700 G in O16bM that is not present
in the smaller domain. We find the plateau only in the
contribution from Bz. In terms of the fraction of the to-
tal magnetic energy that is present in kG field at τ = 1
we find the values 9% (O16b) and 23% (O16bM). In ad-
dition we studied also similar setups in larger domain
(98.304 × 98.304 × 18.432 Mm3) at lower resolution and
found that the trends indicated here (mostly flat mag-
netic energy spectrum on scales larger than granulation,
increasing fraction of kG field) continue. In the simula-
tion O32bSG we find a filling factor of 1.1% for kG field,
which contribute around 50% to the magnetic energy at
τ = 1.
The differences we see between the small and large do-
main arise from the presence of longer-lived, larger-scale
convection flows present in the larger domain, which lead
to the formation longer-lived flux concentrations. The
trend of an increasing fraction of kG field with domain
size indicates that perhaps even a super-granular network
structure could be maintained by a small-scale dynamo,
provided the domain is large enough. While the frac-
tion of kG field increases with domain size, we did not
find any indication for a secondary peak in the probabil-
ity distribution functions of the magnetic field (including
O32bSG).
3.6. Subsurface field structure, role of boundary
conditions
Figure 10 presents for the simulations O16b and
O16bM the vertical profiles of the equipartition field
strength Beq (blue) and BRMS (red). The equipartition
field strength Beq =
√
4pi% vRMS is a measure for en-
ergy available in convective motions. Different line styles
correspond to upflow regions (dotted), downflow regions
(dashed) and the averages over the whole domain (solid).
In Panel b) black lines indicate the profiles from Panel
a) for better comparison (BRMS is dashed, Beq dotted).
The simulations O16b and O16bM show a lot of similar-
ity, in terms of the total BRMS both simulations match
each other in the part of the domain where they over-
lap. Differences are present when we compare BRMS in
up and downflow regions in separation. Also Beq is lower
throughout most of the shallow domain, except for the
near photospheric layers. The fact that the average mag-
netic properties in the shallow domain stay very close to
those in the deep domain is an indication that the bot-
tom boundary condition OSb does perform fairly well in
”mimicking” a deep convection zone and leads to consis-
tent results independent from the location of the bottom
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Figure 8. a) Intensity and b) Bz at τ = 1 taken from the simulation O16bM. The lower left corner (x, y < 6.144 Mm) shows I and Bz
from the simulation O16b for comparison. The larger domain shows indications of a network structure significantly larger than granulation
that cannot form in the small domain. An animation of this figure displaying only O16bM is provided with the online material.
Figure 9. a) Photospheric (τ = 1) power spectra for magnetic energy (red) and kinetic energy (blue) in simulations O16b and O16bM
(same resolution, but different domain size). Solid (dashed) lines refer to OS16b (OS16bM). b) Probability distribution functions for |Bx|
and |Bz |at τ = 1. Increasing the domain size increases the magnetic power at larger scales and leads to a significantly higher fraction of
field with more than 1 kG field strength. c) Distribution of magnetic energy. In the larger domain the quantity PDF (|Bz |)B2z shows a
plateau toward 1700 G.
boundary. The panels c) and d) give a more detailed
view of the magnetic field structure in and above the
photosphere. For both simulations we find a secondary
peak of the horizontal mean field strength about 450 km
above τ = 1 (green dotted line). In the larger domain,
panel c), this translates into a secondary peak of the total
field strength, while the RMS field strength continues to
drop monotonically above the photosphere. We discuss
the inclination of magnetic field above the photosphere
in more detail in Figure 14.
Figure 11 presents a comparison of simulations with
different bottom boundary conditions. Panel a) com-
pares the boundaries OSb and OZ in the deep (runs
O16bM and Z16M) and shallow domain (runs O16b and
Z16). Changing from OSb to OZ drops the field strength
in the bulk of the convection zone by about a factor of 2.
The difference between both boundary conditions does
not depend on the domain depth within the range ex-
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Figure 10. Comparison of simulations in domains of different depth and horizontal extent. Both simulations use the boundary OSb and
have a grid spacing of 16 km (simulations O16b and O16bM). Panels a) and b) show Beq and BRMS as function of depth. Solid lines
correspond to horizontal averages, while dotted (dashed) lines are averages over up- (down-) flow regions. Panel a) shows results for the
simulation O16bM (∼ 6.2 Mm deep domain), panel b) the same quantities for simulation O16b (∼ 2.3 Mm deep domain). Both simulations
are consistent with each other in terms of the RMS field strength. Black (dotted) dashed lines indicate in panel b) the profiles of Beq and
BRMS from panel a) for comparison. Panels c) and d) show the magnetic field structure at and above the photosphere. Red (green) lines
indicate the RMS (mean) field strengths, while blue lines show the equipartition field strength. The meaning of line styles is different from
panels a) and b): dashed (dotted) lines refer to the corresponding averages of vertical (horizontal) field components.
plored here. The boundary condition OZ is very con-
servative in the sense that it assumes that the deeper
convection zone is field free, which is unlikely to be the
case. But even with this assumption a still considerable
amount of magnetic field is maintained within the com-
putational domain, although the mean vertical magnetic
field at τ = 1 levels out at about 30 G. This value is
not strongly dependent on resolution as long as a crit-
ical value is passed (i.e. the kinematic dynamo growth
rate has to be sufficiently large compared to the flux loss
rate ∼ vzRMS/H%). We repeated this experiment with
the resolutions from 32 to 8km. While we find for 32 km
resolution only a vertical magnetic field strength of 20 G
at τ = 1, the simulations with 16 and 8 km grid spacing
reach both values around 30 G.
The simulations with the boundary condition OSb
reach > 0.5Beq in the deeper parts of the domain. These
solutions are not far from an upper bound for the field
strength in which BRMS and Beq increase with depth
at the same rate. To better illustrate this asymptotic
limit we show also the results from O32bSG, which uses
a 18 Mm deep domain. The dotted lines indicate BRMS
profiles for O16bM and O32bSG that are rescaled by a
factor of 1.5 to illustrate this asymptotic limit. Sub-
stantially stronger field would require a BRMS increasing
with depth faster than Beq and exceeding equipartition
in only a few Mm of depth. This asymptotic limit corre-
sponds to a solution with 〈|Bz|〉 = 85 G, 〈B〉 = 160 G,
and BRMS = 275 G at τ = 1.
Figure 11b) compares results of all 5 boundary con-
ditions considered here for the shallow domain. We do
not find a significant difference between zero field in in-
flows OZ (orange) and vertical field everywhere at the
bottom boundary OV (red). Due to the strong horizon-
tal divergence in upflows, vertical magnetic field present
at the bottom boundary condition becomes quickly ex-
pelled from upflows. Solutions with stronger magnetic
field require the presence of horizontal field in upflow
regions, which is less affected by horizontally divergent
flows. The solutions with the boundary conditions OSa,b
(black, green) are very similar to a solution computed
with a closed bottom boundary condition CH (blue).
The saturation field strength for the latter is fully deter-
mined by processes within the computational domain,
while the former exchange magnetic field through the
bottom boundary.
Figure 12 analyses further the resolution dependence
of the saturation field strength for the simulations using
the boundaries OSb, CH, and OZ. In all three cases we
find a similar trend of increasing BRMS with resolution.
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Figure 11. Comparison of different bottom boundary conditions for a fixed grid spacing of 16 km. Solid (dashed) lines correspond to
equipartition (RMS) field strength, the color indicates simulations with different bottom boundary conditions. In panel a) we compare
boundary OSb: O16bM (blue) and O16b (green) with boundary OZ: Z16M (red) and Z16 (orange). The black line show the results from
O32bSG, for which the bottom boundary is in about 18 Mm depth. In addition the dotted lines show scaled subsurface BRMS profiles for
O16bM and O32bSG to indicate a solution we consider the upper limit (BRMS increases with depth at the same rate as Beq). This solution
corresponds to about 〈|Bz |〉 = 85 G at τ = 1 (based on O16bM). Panel b) presents additional experiments in the shallow domain. Here we
present simulations with the boundaries OSa (O16a, black), OSb (O16b, green), OZ (Z16, orange), OV (V16, red) and CH (C16, blue).
Figure 12. Resolution dependence of BRMS (dashed) and Beq (solid) for simulations with the boundary a): OSb, runs O32b-O8b; b)
CH, runs C32-C8; and c) OZ, runs Z32-Z8.
While the saturation field strength is not yet fully con-
verged, it cannot grow much further in the simulations
with the boundary conditions OSb and CH without cre-
ating a super-equipartition regime near the bottom of
the domain.
3.7. Subsurface Poynting flux and energy conversion
rates
Figure 13a) shows the Poynting flux for the simulations
O16bM and Z16bM. The flux is normalized by the solar
photospheric energy flux of F = 6.3 · 1010 erg cm−2 s−1.
Although we have magnetic energy entering the domain
in upflow regions in simulation O16bM (solid lines) using
the boundary condition OSb, the magnetic energy leaving
the domain in downflow regions over-compensates this
contribution by more than a factor of 6. In the simulation
Z16M (dashed lines) the Poynting flux is zero in upflow
regions at the bottom boundary by construction (bound-
ary condition OZ). However, about 1− 2 Mm above the
bottom boundary mixing between up and downflows pro-
vided enough field in upflow regions to have also here an
upward directed Poynting flux. The relative contribu-
tions from up and downflows in case Z16M are almost
identical with case O16bM if we stay 1 − 2 Mm away
from the bottom boundary condition. Panel b) shows
the resulting magnetic energy loss rates for both simula-
tions, which are defined as (with the Poynting flux P (z))
ζ(z) =
−P (z)∫ ztop
z
EM dz
, (21)
i.e. we compare the Poynting flux at a height z to
the total magnetic energy of the domain above z. For
this analysis we can ignore the Poynting flux at the
top boundary, which is around 10−5F. In simulation
Z16M with zero magnetic field in inflow regions we find
an about 1.8 times larger loss rate. The vertical pro-
file of ζ agrees very well with a convective time scale
vzRMS/H%, indicated by a red dotted line. The kine-
matic growth phase of the dynamo is not affected by
details of the bottom boundary condition as long as the
growth rate fullfils γK  vzRMS/H% (this condition is
fulfilled well by the higher resolution cases with a grid
spacing of 8 km or smaller, for the cases with 16 and
32 km grid spacing this condition is fulfilled in the lower
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Figure 13. Comparison of Poynting flux and associated time scales for the simulations O16bM (solid) and Z16M (dashed). a) Black lines
show the horizontally averaged Poynting flux, blue and red lines present the contributions from up and downflows. b) Energy loss rate
due to Poynting flux (ζ(z), Eq. 21). The red dotted line indicates a convective overturning time scale vzRMS/H%. c) Fraction of energy
transported by Poynting flux relative to energy converted by Lorentz force (ε(z), Eq. 22).
Figure 14. a) Ratio of horizontal to vertical field strength as function of height. Different colors refer to simulations with the average
vertical field strength at τ = 1 as indicated. The ratio of horizontal to vertical field has a maximum about 450 km above τ = 1 and is
strongly dependent on the overall field strength of the simulation and decreases with increasing field strength. b) Probability distribution
functions for the field inclination with respect to the vertical. Solid lines refer to the deep photosphere around τ = 1, dashed lines to about
450 km height as indicated in panel a). The black solid line indicates an isotropic distribution of field inclinations.
parts of the domain, but not in the photosphere). The
bottom boundary matters when non-linear saturation ef-
fects cause γ(B) → vzRMS/H%. The simulation Z16M
presents a setup with the maximum possible energy loss
at the bottom boundary, since the time-scale of mag-
netic energy loss is the same as the time scale for mass
exchange. In that sense this setup presents a lower limit
for an efficient dynamo with γK  vzRMS/H% (a less ef-
ficient dynamo could have of course an even lower satu-
ration field strength). Stronger saturation field strengths
require less leaky bottom boundary conditions, which re-
quire the presence of a Poynting flux in upflow regions,
like in O16bM.
Panel c) compares the energy lost by the Poynting flux
to the energy converted via the Lorentz force in the do-
main above a height z:
ε(z) =
P (z)∫ ztop
z
v · (j×B) dz . (22)
This fraction is lower in Z16M because of non-linear
saturation effects in O16bM, which affect v · (j × B)
more strongly than (v × B) × B (see also Figure 16).
While the simulation domain of O16bM contains al-
most 4 times the magnetic energy of Z16M, the aver-
age amount of energy converted from kinetic to mag-
netic energy is in both simulations comparable within a
few %, i.e. 85 erg cm−3 s−1 (O16bM) and 80 erg cm−3 s−1
(Z16M), which is about 50% of the energy conversion by
pressure/buoyancy forces in the domain, see also Section
3.9 for further detail. Integrated over the depth of the do-
main this energy conversion rate equals to about 80% of
the energy flux through the domain. Note that we discuss
here conversion rates between energy reservoirs and not
true sinks of energy, since the energy is returned to in-
ternal energy through dissipation processes. The conver-
sion rates can be comparable or even exceed the energy
flux through the system. Most of the energy converted
from kinetic to magnetic is preferentially dissipated in
downflow regions, while work against the Lorentz force
reduces the kinetic energy there. This changes the over-
all balance of convective energy transport by reducing
the contribution from the kinetic energy flux. We find in
a non-magnetic convection simulation in 6 Mm depth a
downward directed kinetic energy flux of about −0.3F,
this value is reduced to −0.2F in simulation O16bM.
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Figure 15. Energy transfer functions for the simulation O16a with 4 km grid spacing. Panel a) shows the kinematic growth phase, panel b)
the saturated phase. The line color corresponds to contributions from pressure/buoyancy (black), advection of momentum (yellow), Lorentz
force (green), stretching of magnetic field (red), and advection of magnetic field (blue). Contributions from the magnetic compression term
are split 50/50 among stretching and advection. Solid lines correspond to positive contributions, dashed lines to negative contributions.
Contributions from numerical diffusivity in the induction equation are indicated by the purple lines. Here the dotted line shows a Laplacian
diffusivity with η = 5 · 109 cm2s−1 for comparison.
Recently Hotta et al. (2014) presented small-scale dy-
namo simulations in a global setup covering the con-
vection zone up to 7 Mm beneath the photosphere.
Using a similar numerical approach, but a substan-
tially lower grid spacing of 1100 km horizontally and
375 km vertically, they were able to maintain a field
with 0.15−0.25Beq throughout the convection zone. The
maintenance of the field requires in their setup around
5− 10 erg cm−3 s−1, which is consistent with our results
considering the differences in the overall field strength
reached (their field near the top boundary falls short of
our values by a factor of 4, which is reflected in a more
than a factor of 10 lower energy conversion rate). Inte-
grated over the entire convection zone the energy con-
version rate by a small-scale dynamo could account to as
much as few L (L = 3.84 · 1033erg s−1). Compared to
that the energy extracted from large-scale mean flows in
mean field dynamo models (Rempel 2006) as well as 3D
global dynamo simulations (Nelson et al. 2013) is about
2 orders of magnitude smaller.
3.8. Horizontal magnetic field above τ = 1
In Figure 14 we further analyze how the ratio of hori-
zontal and vertical field as well as distribution of inclina-
tion angles varies as function of height. In Panel a) we
present the quantity 〈(B2x +B2y)0.5〉/〈|Bz|〉 as function of
height for the simulation O16bM. Since this simulation
was started from a weak seed field we selected during
the growth phase 3 snapshots with the field strength of
〈|Bz|〉 = 20, 40, and 60 G at τ = 1. We find that in-
dependent from the field strength 〈(B2x + B2y)0.5〉/〈|Bz|〉
peaks about 450 km above τ = 1. The peak value reached
drops monotonically with increasing field strength from
about 5 at 20 G to 2.75 at 60 G. The dashed vertical
lines indicate regions for which we computed the PDFs
for the inclination angle with respect to the vertical di-
rection (panel b). Solid lines refer to the PDFs around
τ = 1, while dashed lines correspond to about 450 km
height. For reference the black line indicates the distri-
bution for an isotropic field. For all three field strengths
shown the PDFs are close to isotropic in the deep pho-
tosphere, but strongly skewed toward horizontal field in
450 km height. The contribution from horizontal field
is strong enough to create a distinct peak in the field
strength about 450 km above τ = 1 as presented in Fig-
ure 10, panel c).
3.9. Transfer functions and saturation process
Figure 15 presents energy transfer functions computed
for the simulation O4a (4 km grid spacing). We com-
pare here the kinematic growth phase (panel a) with
the saturated phase (panel b). The transfer functions
are computed at a depth of about 800 km beneath the
photosphere. They are averaged over a depth range of
160 km. In addition we conducted a time average and
applied smoothing to the transfer functions in order to
suppress realization noise. Since the magnetic energy is
varying rapidly during the kinematic growth phase we
normalized the transfer functions that depend on the
magnetic field by the total magnetic energy in each time
step and averaged the normalized transfer functions (the
kinematic growth is self-similar, i.e. only the amplitude
and not the shape of the transfer functions is changing).
In Figure 15a) we scaled the corresponding transfer func-
tions arbitrarily to show them on the same scale as the
non-magnetic ones.
Colors refer to the transfer function defined in the
Appendix. The energy transfers to the kinetic energy
reservoir are TKP (black, energy transfer by pressure
and buoyancy), TKA (orange, kinetic energy transfer by
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Figure 16. Saturation of the dynamo comparing the kinematic growth phase with the saturated phase of O4a. Panel a) shows the
vorticity spectrum
√
k P (ω) (blue) and TMS/EM (red). Solid (dashed) lines indicate the kinematic (saturated) phase. Panel b) shows the
corresponding kinetic energy and magnetic energy power spectra.
advection), and TKL (green, kinetic energy transfer by
the Lorentz force). The energy transfers to the mag-
netic energy reservoir are TMS + 0.5TMC (red, energy
transfer by stretching and compression), TMA + 0.5TMC
(blue, energy transfer by advection and compression),
and TMD (purple, energy transfer due to magnetic nu-
merical diffusivity). Solid (dashed) lines indicate posi-
tive (negative) contributions, the purple dotted lines in-
dicate the transfer of a Laplacian magnetic diffusivity
with η = 5 · 109 cm2s−1 for comparison (the simulations
were only run with numerical diffusivity). We do not
show the terms TKD for better readability of the figures.
We also split the term TMC 50/50 among TMA and TMS .
The reason for this (apart from reducing the number of
quantities shown in Figure 15) is that we can expand the
underlying terms as:
−B ·
(
(v · ∇)B+ B
2
∇ · v
)
= −∇ ·
(
v
B2
2
)
(23)
B ·
(
(B · ∇)v − B
2
∇ · v
)
= ∇ ·
(
B(v ·B)− vB
2
2
)
−v · ∇ ·
(
BB− 1
2
IB2
)
(24)
i.e. the terms underlying TMA+0.5TMC (Eq. 23) can be
identified with an advective energy transport within the
magnetic energy reservoir analogous to the terms under-
lying TKA that refer to the turbulent momentum cascade.
The terms underlying TMS + 0.5TMC (Eq. 24) describe
in part a transport within the magnetic energy reservoir
(remaining non-advective terms of Poynting flux) and in
part the energy transfer with the kinetic energy reservoir
(via Lorentz force).
During the kinematic growth phase (panel a) TMS +
0.5TMC peaks on a scale of about 25 − 30 km, which
is about about 6 − 8 ∆x, i.e. close to the smallest fea-
tures that can be resolved with the given grid spacing.
With increasing resolution this scale is decreasing as it
stays near 6 − 8 ∆x. The corresponding Lorentz force
related energy transfer TKL shows two peaks, one at
around 50 km and one around 2 Mm. The peak at around
50 km is related to the magnetic tension force, while the
peak at 2 Mm is caused by magnetic pressure. The dom-
inant contribution to the energy exchange comes from
the peak at small scales. On scales larger than 20 km
TMS+0.5TMC is partially opposed by the transport term
TMA + 0.5TMC and a numerical diffusion term of simi-
lar amplitude. The remainder leads to an exponential
growth of magnetic energy with a e-folding time scale
of about 50 sec. On scales smaller than 20 km positive
contributions from TMS + 0.5TMC and TMA + 0.5TMC
are opposed by numerical diffusivity. The contribution
from numerical magnetic diffusivity (dashed purple line)
is on scales larger than 100 km very similar to a Lapla-
cian diffusivity with η = 5 · 109 cm2s−1 (dotted purple
line), moderate differences exist on smaller scales. How-
ever, replacing our numerical diffusivity with Laplacian
diffusivity of η = 5 ·109 cm2s−1 leads to an about 6 times
smaller kinematic growth rate of the dynamo, which im-
plies that it is non-trivial to estimate the effective numer-
ical diffusivity by looking at transfer functions or energy
dissipation rates.
In the saturated phase (panel b) TMS + 0.5TMC peaks
on a scale of about 250 − 300 km, about a factor of 10
larger than during the kinematic growth phase. Simi-
larly TKL peaks now at a scale of 500 km, i.e. most
of the energy transfers from kinetic to magnetic energy
happen on a scale comparable to downflow lanes. Unlike
the kinematic growth phase these scales are independent
of resolution and realized in all simulations presented
here regardless of their resolution. On scales larger than
100 km TMS+0.5TMC is in balance with TMA+0.5TMC ,
contributions from numerical diffusivity, TMD, are about
2 orders of magnitude smaller. While TMD was close
to Laplacian during the kinematic growth phase, it dif-
fers substantially during the saturated phase. Contri-
butions on scales larger than about 70 km are in am-
plitude about a factor of 10 smaller than a Laplacian
with η = 5 · 109 cm2s−1 (dotted purple line) and have
the opposite sign. The latter is related to the cutoff we
introduced in Eq. (10) for a setting of h = 2. Integrated
over all scales the positive contribution accounts to about
1.7% of the total unsigned dissipation. The sign change
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is not present for grid spacings of 8 km and larger and
can be avoided by using a setting of h = 1 in higher
resolution cases (with no significant difference to the ob-
tained results). On the smallest scales the contribution
from numerical diffusivity remains similar to a Laplacian
diffusivity with η = 5 · 109 cm2s−1.
In the saturated phase the Lorentz force is a dominant
contributor in the momentum equation and dominates
energy transfers on scales smaller than 500 − 1000 km.
While we find in the kinematic growth phase a bal-
ance between pressure/buoyancy driving, TKP , and the
kinetic energy cascade, TKA, down to scales of about
150 km, this balance is only realized on scales larger than
1000 km in the saturated phase. From scales of 500 km
down to scales of 50 km the term TKA balances mostly
TKL and as a consequence the amount of kinetic energy
that is transported to small scales by TKA is significantly
reduced. Not all of the energy that is extracted by the
Lorentz force is transferred into magnetic energy. On
scales smaller than 40 km TKL becomes the dominant
source of kinetic energy. Overall 30% of the energy ex-
tracted from kinetic energy on large scales is returned to
kinetic energy on small scales. Comparing transfer func-
tions computed for simulations with different resolution,
we find that this fraction increases with resolution.
The total amount of energy that is dissipated numeri-
cally is within 10% the same between kinematic and sat-
urated phase. In the saturated phase about 55% of the
energy dissipation happens through the magnetic chan-
nel. That we find about the same energy dissipation rates
from magnetic and viscous dissipation is possibly related
to an intrinsic numerical PM close to 1. Brandenburg
(2011) found that this ratio depends on PM and that
more energy is dissipated through the magnetic channel
for low PM .
Figure 16a) analyzes the saturation mechanism of the
dynamo. To this end we compare the vorticity spec-
trum and the normalized transfer function TMS/EM be-
tween kinematic growth phase and saturated phase. We
present these quantities averaged over the same depth
range as the transfer functions in Figure 15. We see only
a moderate reduction of the overall shear by about 40%,
mostly on smaller scales. TMS/EM drops by more than
a factor of 10, which indicates that most of the satura-
tion happens though a misalignment of magnetic field
and velocity shear. Panel b) shows the corresponding
kinetic and magnetic energy spectra, which are not very
different from the photospheric spectra shown in Figure
2. In the saturated phase kinetic energy is suppressed
on scales smaller than 100 km and magnetic energy is in
super equipartition by about a factor of 1.7. The sum
of kinetic and magnetic energy in the saturated phase is
similar to the kinetic energy during the kinematic phase.
Figure 17 compares a solution computed with numer-
ical diffusivity (panel a) to a solution computed with a
Laplacian magnetic diffusivity using η = 1010 cm2s−1.
These simulations are both computed with a closed bot-
tom boundary, i.e. the saturation level reached is de-
termined by processes within the computational domain
and not sensitive to the magnetic bottom boundary con-
dition. We present the same quantities as in Figure 15.
In panel a) the dotted purple line shows the transfer
functions of a Laplacian diffusivity with the same val-
ues as in panel b) for comparison. The solution com-
puted with a Laplacian diffusivity saturates at about
half the field strength compared to the case with only
numerical diffusivity. The differences seen in the trans-
fer functions for both cases are mostly a reflection of the
differences in overall field strength, i.e. we see the peak
of TMS + 0.5TMC shifted toward smaller scales as ex-
pected. The contribution from numerical diffusivity on
large scales in panel a) is by about one order of magnitude
smaller than the contribution from the Laplacian diffu-
sivity in panel b) (relative to the terms TMS + 0.5TMC .
The value of η = 1010 cm2s−1 is very close to the smallest
value we can use for a grid spacing of 8 km without ex-
cessive ringing and numerical instability on small scales.
Achieving a regime similar to that shown in panel a) on
large scales using a Laplacian magnetic diffusivity would
likely require about 10 times higher resolution, i.e. 104
times more computing time.
4. DISCUSSION
Since a significant fraction of the magnetic energy
in the presented simulations is found on scales smaller
than the resolution of current instrumentation, a detailed
comparison with observations is only possible through
spectro-polarimetric forward modeling. We defer such
in-depth comparison to future publications, and limit the
discussion here to a more qualitative level.
4.1. Field strength of quiet Sun
We presented a series of simulations that lead to sat-
uration field strength about a factor of 2 − 3 higher
than previously found by Vo¨gler & Schu¨ssler (2007). We
achieved that by a combination of a sufficiently high res-
olution in combination with an LES approach (i.e. suf-
ficient low numerical diffusivities) and different bottom
boundary conditions. Higher resolution alone is not suf-
ficient, we found that the bottom boundary condition
plays a crucial role. Using a conservative boundary as-
suming zero magnetic field in inflow regions or only verti-
cal magnetic field (similar to Vo¨gler & Schu¨ssler (2007)),
we obtain a lower limit of about 〈|Bz|〉 = 30 G at τ = 1.
The term ”lower limit” refers here to efficient dynamos,
which have a growth rate γK  vzRMS/H% during their
kinematic phase. Less efficient dynamos can have of
course a lower saturation field strength. We derive an
upper asymptotic limit of about 85 G based on the as-
sumption that BRMS cannot increase faster with depth
than Beq. While our lower limit is possibly affected by
the overall dynamo efficiency including potential mag-
netic Prandtl-number effects we do not account for, the
upper limit is only set by the available kinetic energy
of the near surface convection zone. Similar values are
also found in a setup with a closed bottom boundary,
which, while less solar-like, provides a better posed dy-
namo problem. If we take our simulation O16bM as basis
for the extrapolation, our ”upper limit” of 〈|Bz|〉 = 85 G
implies a value of BRMS = 275 G, 〈B〉 = 160 G, and
〈Bh〉 = 120 G (all at τ = 1). These values are similar to
those found by Danilovic et al. (2010) through spectropo-
larimetric forward modeling of rescaled dynamo mod-
els and comparison with observations (〈|Bz|〉 = 84 G,
〈B〉 = 170). We have repeated their analysis with non-
grey versions of some of the simulations presented here
(Danilovic & Rempel in prep.) and found that a model
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Figure 17. Energy transfer functions for simulations C8 and C8η with 8 km grid spacing using the boundary CH. The meaning of the line
styles is the same as in Figure 15. Panel a) shows a simulation computed with artificial magnetic diffusivity, panel b) a simulation computed
with a Laplacian diffusivity using a values of η = 1010 cm2s−1. The dotted purple line in panel a) indicates a Laplacian diffusivity with
η = 1010 cm2s−1 for comparison.
with 〈|Bz|〉 = 60 G agrees best with the data used in
Danilovic et al. (2010). The difference comes from the
fact that due to non-linear feedback a rescaled weak-field
solution is not identical to the fully non-linear strong field
solutions we consider here. Inversion results by Orozco
Sua´rez & Bellot Rubio (2012) (〈|Bz|〉 = 64 G, 〈B〉 = 220)
lead to similar values for 〈|Bz|〉, but significantly stronger
field strength, which is due to an about a factor of 2
stronger horizontal field (198 G) in their case..
Trujillo Bueno et al. (2004) and Shchukina & Trujillo
Bueno (2011) inferred from Hanle depolarization mea-
surements values of 〈B〉 around 130 G a few 100 km
above τ = 1. If we use our upper limit as reference,
we find a field strength in that height range around
80 − 90 G, about a factor of 1.5 less. If we use a model
with 〈|Bz|〉 = 60 G (best fit to Hinode Zeeman data) the
disagreement is almost a factor of 2.
Overall these results indicate that the quiet Sun is
magnetized near the upper limit we find, i.e. the ob-
served field strength implies that the subphotospheric
layers have to be magnetized close to equipartition. The
experiments with B = 0 at the bottom boundary indicate
that a small-scale dynamo restricted to the top 1−2 Mm
of the convection zone could only explain about 50% of
the observationally inferred field strength, i.e. the origin
and strength of the quiet Sun magnetic field cannot be
understood in separation from the deeper layers of the
convection zone.
4.2. Scales beyond granulation
We presented one simulation on meso-granular scales
using a domain 25 Mm wide and 6 Mm deep. Com-
pared to the smaller domains in which no scales larger
than granulation are allowed for, this simulation shows
an organization of magnetic field on scales larger than
granulation and also a stronger contribution from kG
field. On a fundamental level this shows that the organi-
zation of magnetic field on a wide range of scales is not
inconsistent with a small-scale dynamo, provided that
the small-scale dynamo operates itself on a wide range
of scales. The latter is a natural consequence of strat-
ified convection in larger domains and does not require
the contribution from a global dynamo, although that
contribution becomes unavoidable once the domain size
approaches scales on which rotation and shear become
important. In that case a separation of contributions
from a small-scale and large-scale dynamo is not trivial
and not necessarily meaningful.
4.3. Coupling between the large- and small-scale
dynamos
In our numerical experiments we focused entirely on se-
tups with no imposed netflux, which leads to the question
of how the presence of a (cyclic) mean field produced by
a large-scale dynamo might influence these results. We
conducted an additional experiment (similar to O16bM)
in which we imposed initially a vertical mean field of
30 G. We found roughly a doubling of the photospheric
magnetic energy, which is mostly due to the formation
of a strong meso-granular network with |B| > 1 kG,
while the core of the probability distribution functions
remains unchanged (the magnetic energy in regions with
|B| < 500 G is unchanged, in regions with |B| < 1 kG we
find only a 10% increase). This result is expected since
there is little recirculation of mass in the top layers of the
convection zone. The imposed netflux is expelled quickly
into longer lived downflow regions forming a magnetic
network structure. The resulting inter-network regions
are mostly void of netflux and have properties similar to
a simulation without any netflux. A similar weak de-
pendence of the strength of inter-network field and the
strength of the surrounding network field was also found
by Lites (2011) in Hinode data. Overall this indicates
that the strength of mixed polarity field in the photo-
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sphere is only weakly influenceable by a vertical mean
field. A much stronger modulation is possible through
the properties of horizontal field in upflows regions, which
is reflected in the strong dependence of our results on the
details of the bottom boundary condition. How much the
strength of the quiet Sun is modulated by such a cou-
pling depends ultimately on how strongly the large-scale
mean and small-scale mixed polarity field in the bulk of
the convection zone vary throughout the cycle. Current
global dynamo models do not have sufficient resolution
to properly capture small-scale field and likely underes-
timate its contribution. As discussed in Section 3.7 our
estimates indicate that the energy converted by small-
scale induction effects exceeds the induction by large-
scale mean flows (mostly differential rotation) by about
two orders of magnitude.
There are also possible feedbacks from the small-scale
on the large-scale dynamo as well as convective dynam-
ics. The presence of small-scale field suppresses turbulent
motions and reduces the kinetic energy flux. The amount
of energy taken out of convective motions through the
Lorentz-force is substantial, if we equate this energy
transfer with a viscous energy transfer we would require
an effective viscosity of a few times 1011cm2s−1 to mimic
this effect. Recently Fan & Fang (2014) showed that the
presence of magnetic field in the convection zone can be
crucial for maintaining a solar-like differential rotation
and that the contribution of the magnetic field can be
approximated to some degree by an enhanced effective
viscosity of the flow. To which degree small- and large-
scale field components contribute to this effects requires
further investigation.
4.4. Distribution functions, kG field concentrations
We find that probability distribution functions are very
robust, i.e. they barely depend on numerical resolu-
tion (we varied the grid spacing by a factor of 16!).
The shape of PDFs is mostly determined by the aver-
age field strength and domain size. For a given average
field strength we find more strong field in a larger do-
main. Comparing photospheres with 〈|Bz|〉 = 80 G we
find that 50% of the energy comes from field with less
than 500 G, kG field concentrations contribute about
16% to the total energy. The latter drops to 9% for a
60 G case and increases to 23% for a 60 G case in a
larger domain. In our simulations the filling factor of kG
field concentrations is strongly field strength dependent.
More than 〈|Bz|〉 ∼ 30−40 G is required at τ = 1 before
they form and the filling factor increases steeply as the
field strength increases beyond that threshold. Compar-
ing the shape of normalized PDFs for vertical and hor-
izontal field components we find that the PDFs for ver-
tical field in the photosphere deviate substantially from
those of horizontal field as well as vertical field beneath
the photosphere (see Figure 5). This is a strong hint for
the presence of a convective intensification mechanism
(Schu¨ssler 1990) that is restricted to the photosphere and
mostly affects vertical field. While we find strong field at
τ = 1 reaching up 2.5 kG, this field component is not or-
ganized in form of flux tubes, nor does it have a preferred
scale around 100 km. Strong magnetic field is typically
organized in sheets, often with alternating polarities. kG
flux concentrations are small knots along these sheets
in which the field strength is increased temporarily due
to dynamical effects. We find kG flux concentrations
down to the smallest scales we can resolve. The kG field
present in our simulations does not produce a distinct
feature in the PDFs like a secondary peak around kG
field strength found in many observations (Ishikawa &
Tsuneta 2009; Lites 2011; Orozco Sua´rez & Bellot Rubio
2012). These observation also indicate that the second
peak is possibly caused by contributions from network
field and may not be present for inter-network field alone.
4.5. Power spectra
In our highest resolution simulation (grid spacing of
2 km) we find that about 50% of the magnetic energy
in the deep photosphere is found on scales smaller than
100 km. Therefore properly reproducing the spectral en-
ergy distribution requires the highest possible resolution.
Performing simulations with lower resolution will artifi-
cially move magnetic energy toward larger scales in spec-
tral space, for example we find 50% on scales smaller than
300 km for a grid spacing of 32 km. On scales smaller
than 100 km magnetic energy is in super-equipartition
buy about a factor of 2. A similar feature has been found
in several small-scale dynamo simulations and LES mod-
els of MHD turbulence (see, e.g., review by Brandenburg
et al. 2012). We further find that the sum of kinetic and
magnetic energy power spectrum in the saturated state
is similar to the kinetic energy power spectrum of a pure
HD simulation, i.e. kinetic energy is suppressed on scales
smaller than 100 km and that gap is filled with magnetic
energy. Even in the highest resolution case it is difficult
to identify power laws, in particular for magnetic energy.
We see some indication for power laws in the kinetic en-
ergy. Steeper slopes (as steep as−2.7) are typically found
for scales larger than a few 100 km (width of downflow
lanes). On smaller scales the slope is height dependent,
we find −1.4 at τ = 0.01 and 1 Mm beneath τ = 1,
while we see a steeper −2.2 slope at τ = 1 in between
these layers. This likely indicates that the slope at τ = 1
will change when approaching smaller scale, otherwise
the kinetic energy at τ = 1 would drop below that at
τ = 0.01. Recently Katsukawa & Orozco Sua´rez (2012)
derived power spectra for kinetic and magnetic energy
from Hinode data. They found in the frequency range
from 1.5 to 3.5 Mm−1 kinetic energy spectra with slopes
around −3.3 to −3.6, while the slope of the magnetic
energy spectrum is less steep with a slope around −1.4.
While a detailed comparison of these slopes is likely diffi-
cult without properly accounting for resolution and noise
effects, we see in our simulations at least some indication
for the substantially different slopes for kinetic and mag-
netic energy. In the frequency range 1.5 to 3.5 Mm−1 we
find at τ = 1 and 0.01 steep kinetic energy spectra with
slopes as steep as −2.7, while magnetic energy spectra
are flat with slopes of less than −1. Based on these simu-
lations we caution not to extrapolate these slopes as they
still change significantly toward smaller scales.
We see no indication that kG magnetic field present
in our simulations would create a secondary peak in the
magnetic power spectrum around 100 km as suggested
by Stenflo (2012).
4.6. Field inclination
We find in the deep photosphere a close to isotropic
magnetic field distribution, while higher layers are dom-
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inated by horizontal field. The ratio of horizontal to
vertical field peaks about 450 km above τ = 1. The
exact value of this ratio is strongly field strength de-
pendent. While we can find ratios as high as 5 for a
solution with 〈|Bz|〉 = 20 G, the ratio drops to less
than 3 for field strength values that are most compat-
ible with observations. Over the height range where for
example Hinode observations are taken the ratio is more
close to 2. These values are consistent with those re-
ported by Schu¨ssler & Vo¨gler (2008) when we take into
account that they considered a dynamo model reaching
only 〈|Bz|〉 = 25 G, and that they used in their estimates
the horizontal RMS field strength which is up to a factor
of 2 stronger than the mean horizontal field we use. On
the observational side Lites et al. (2008) found a ratio of
5, while recently Orozco Sua´rez & Bellot Rubio (2012)
deduced a lower value of 3.1. In contrast to that other
investigations such as Mart´ınez Gonza´lez et al. (2008);
Asensio Ramos (2009) find a mostly isotropic field. Re-
cently Stenflo (2013) showed that the angular distribu-
tion of magnetic field in the quiet Sun varies with height.
While the deep photosphere is more vertical, the upper
photosphere tends to be more horizontal. At least on a
qualitative level we find a similar result, the deep pho-
tosphere is close to isotropic and higher layers are more
horizontally inclined, with the most horizontal distribu-
tion found 450 km above τ = 1.
4.7. Spectral energy transfers
We computed for our models spectral energy transfer
functions in order to analyze in detail the operation of the
dynamo during kinematic and saturated phase. During
the kinematic growth phase most energy transfers hap-
pen on scales ∼ 6 − 8 ∆x, i.e. this scale is resolution
dependent. Overall the transfer functions for the kine-
matic growth phase are similar to those presented by
Pietarila Graham et al. (2010). In the saturated phase
energy transfers happen on a scale of 250− 500 km, i.e.
the scale of downflow lanes. This scale is found inde-
pendent of the adopted numerical resolution. Contri-
butions from numerical diffusivity on scales larger than
10 ∆x km are negligible and a balance between stretch-
ing and non-linear transport terms is achieved, i.e. the
regime expected for RM  1 (which is the main rea-
son for using an LES approach in the first place). In
the saturated phase the Lorentz force becomes the ma-
jor player in the momentum equation on scales smaller
than 1 Mm. Comparing models using physical and nu-
merical magnetic diffusivity we do not find a significant
difference in the transfer functions, but differences ex-
ist in the kinematic growth rate (about 6 times larger
with numerical diffusivity) and saturation field strength
(about 2 times stronger with numerical diffusivity). Ul-
timately the validity of a LES approach for a small-scale
dynamo problem has to be tested against high resolution
DNS models. While the latter is becoming feasible for
simplified setups, it will remain a substantial challenge
for realistic solar-like MHD simulations as discussed here.
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We presented a series of MHD simulations of the solar
photosphere with the aim of understanding better the
origin of small-scale mixed polarity magnetic field in the
solar photosphere. Such field is ubiquitous on the solar
surface and provides the dominant contribution to the
magnetic energy in the quiet Sun photosphere. Previous
simulations of small-scale dynamos fell short by a factor
of 2− 3 in terms of the field strength required to explain
the observed level of Zeeman polarisation(Danilovic et al.
2010). In our study we showed that increasing resolution
and reducing numerical diffusivities alone is not sufficient
to reach the observationally inferred field strength. The
saturated solutions remain strongly dependent on the
(open) bottom boundary condition typically used in pho-
tospheric MHD simulations (note: the kinematic growth
phase is not very sensitive to the choice of the bottom
boundary condition). Physically this boundary condition
dependence implies a strong coupling between the pho-
tosphere and the deeper convection zone, i.e. the mag-
netism of the photosphere cannot be understood in sepa-
ration from the rest of the convection zone. Solutions
that agree with observational constraints on the field
strength in the photosphere imply a subsurface magnetic
field with an energy density comparable to the kinetic en-
ergy density. By that measure the small-scale magnetic
field is far from being a weak field. The energy conver-
sion through the associated Maxwell-stresses accounts to
about a solar luminosity when integrated over the top
10 Mm of the convection zone, which is about 50% of
the energy conversion by pressure/buoyancy forces. The
Lorentz-force feedback on the flow leads to a significant
reduction of kinetic energy flux as well as kinetic energy
on small scales. Such feedback has potentially dynamical
consequences for the convective dynamics of the convec-
tion zone including the maintenance of mean flows and
operation of a large-scale dynamo (Fan & Fang 2014).
We further studied how the strength and distribution
of magnetic field in the photosphere is influence by nu-
merical resolution. Since about 50% of the magnetic en-
ergy resides in the deep photosphere on scale smaller than
100 km, a sufficiently high numerical resolution (ideally a
grid spacing smaller than 8 km) is required for properly
capturing the spectral energy distribution. Probability
distribution functions of the magnetic field strength are
on the other hand insensitive to numerical resolution in
the explored range (grid spacings from 32 down to 2 km)
and can be considered converged. Our models are all
based on the strong assumption that an LES approach
(using only numerical diffusivities) with an intrinsic PM
close to unity is a proper way to deal with the regime
found on the Sun. Within this approach results are very
consistent and robust, which implies that they are either
correct or systematically wrong. A detailed comparison
with observations through forward modeling, which is
work in progress, should tell which is the case.
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APPENDIX
We present here the definitions of the transfer functions that are discussed in detail in Section 3.9. We follow here
mostly the derivation of Pietarila Graham et al. (2010), but use a slightly different definition for the transfer functions
based on the momentum equation. We also use a slightly different nomenclature, in the following a term TXY refers to
an energy transfer to the reservoir X by a process Y . Here X is either kinetic energy (K) or magnetic energy (M). In
the kinetic energy reservoir Y refers to advection (A), pressure/buoyancy (P ), and Lorentz force (L), in the magnetic
energy reservoir to advection (A), stretching (S), and compression (C). In both reservoirs D refers to contributions
from numerical diffusivity.
The spectral magnetic energy is given by (here ”.̂ . .” denotes the Fourier transform and ”∗” the complex conjugate)
EM (k) =
1
8pi
B̂(k) · B̂∗(k) (1)
The time evolution of EM (k) is given by
∂
∂t
EM (k) =
1
8pi
(
B̂(k) · ∂B̂
∗(k)
∂t
+ B̂∗(k) · ∂B̂(k)
∂t
)
(2)
Using the induction equation we can write the time evolution of EM (k) as
∂
∂t
EM (k) = TMA(k) + TMS(k) + TMC(k) + TMD(k) (3)
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with the terms (here c.c. refers to the complex conjugate expression)
TMA(k) =− 1
8pi
B̂(k) · ̂[v · ∇B]∗(k) + c.c. (4)
TMS(k) =
1
8pi
B̂(k) · ̂[B · ∇v]∗(k) + c.c. (5)
TMC(k) =− 1
8pi
B̂(k) · ̂[B∇ · v]∗(k) + c.c. (6)
Here the terms TMA, TMS , and TMC are energy transfers to magnetic energy through advection, shear and compression.
TMD denotes the energy transfer due to numerical diffusivity according to the scheme described in Section 2.1.
We define the spectral kinetic energy through the expression
EK(k) =
1
2
[̂
√
%v](k) · [̂√%v]∗(k) (7)
The time evolution of EK(k) is given by
∂
∂t
EK(k) =
1
2
[̂√%v](k) · ∂ [̂√%v]∗(k)
∂t
+ [̂
√
%v]
∗
(k) · ∂ [̂
√
%v](k)
∂t
 (8)
To derive the corresponding transfer functions we need an expression for the time evolution of the quantity
√
%v, which
follows from the momentum equation as
∂
√
%v
∂t
=
1√
%
[
−∇ · (%vv)− 1
2
v∇ · (%v)−∇P + %g + 1
4pi
∇ ·
(
BB− 1
2
IB2
)]
. (9)
This leads to
∂
∂t
EK(k) = TKA(k) + TKP (k) + +TKL + TKD(k) (10)
with the transfer functions:
TKA(k) =−1
2
[̂
√
%v](k) ·
̂[∇ · (%vv)√
%
]∗
(k)− 1
4
[̂
√
%v](k) ·
̂[v∇ · (%v)√
%
]∗
(k) + c.c. (11)
TKP (k) =
1
2
[̂
√
%v](k) ·
̂[−∇P + %g√
%
]∗
(k) + c.c. (12)
TKL(k) =
1
8pi
[̂
√
%v](k) ·
̂[∇ · (BB)√
%
]∗
(k)− 1
8pi
[̂
√
%v](k) ·
̂[∇B2
2
√
%
]∗
(k) + c.c. (13)
Here the terms TKA is the energy transfer within the kinetic energy reservoir by advection, TKP is the energy transfer
from pressure forces and buoyancy, and TKL is the energy transfer via Lorentz force. TKD denotes the energy transfer
due to numerical diffusivity according to the scheme described in Section 2.1.
Similar to Pietarila Graham et al. (2010) we use only Fourier transformations in the horizontal directions to compute
all transfer functions and average those over a certain height range in the vertical direction. The resulting expressions
do not account for the contributions from spectral energy transport in the vertical direction and as a consequence do
not necessarily balance each other completely.
